CASE STUDY:

HOW TO REPLACE
AN OLD ARCHIVE
SYSTEM

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

A multinational financial firm located in New
York approached Globanet with a problem. It had
made the decision to purchase Veritas Enterprise
Vault and retire its legacy archive system, SourceOne.
However, the compliance and IT departments could
not retire the legacy archive appliance, because the
mail data was still subject to retention based on FINRA
and SEC rules. So, the IT department had to maintain
the legacy system as well as the new archive solution,
increasing the total cost of ownership, and the
compliance department had to search for and review
data in a distributed environment. In addition, the
organization had to keep operations running. Multiple
departments were involved and had to be notified, and
everything needed to be seamlessly integrated. In
other words, the impossible had to be accomplished.

Globanet was able to assist this customer in gaining
back control over its environment by adding a new
feature to the premiere archive data migration tool,
Globanet Migrate. Globanet built support into Globanet
Migrate to migrate the SourceOne archive mail data
to the new Enterprise Vault archive system.
The combination of the new functionality with the
reporting tool allowed the firm to migrate its data
to the new Enterprise Vault environment, increasing
ROI, retiring its legacy archive system and decreasing
the overall cost to maintain its data.
Globanet Migrate’s built-in capability to dynamically
assign customized retention values to data during
migration gave the firm’s compliance and legal
departments peace of mind that their data would
be retained as long as required while minimizing
the risk of exposure. Plus, Globanet Migrate’s builtin
data validation and chain of custody reports ensured
that the data had been migrated without alteration.

SUCCESS

ABOUT GLOBANET

Globanet allows customers to use Globanet Migrate
to run their own migrations. As a result, the cost
of migrations are minimized, and migration timelines
are completely under the control of customers.

Globanet is a leader in Data Governance Solutions
including Capture, Archive, eDiscovery, Data Migration
and Third-Party Designation Services. Founded in 1996,
Globanet is a pioneer in sophisticated compliance
solutions that are incredibly simple to use, but whose
value goes far beyond the way organizations manage
and govern their data.
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